Attention Kings Hill Parish Council
70 Gibson Drive
Kings Hill
ME19 4LG
January 2022
QUOTATION
RE: Grounds Maintenance 2022-2023

Coblands Landscapes Limited
South Farm Lane
Langton Green
Tunbridge Wells
Kent TN3 9JN
T 01892 863535
F 01892 863778
boris@coblandslandscapes.co.uk
www.coblandslandscapes.co.uk

To carry out grounds maintenance in accordance with specification for a period of 12
months from 1st May 2022
Garden Way
Mow grass at average of 2 weekly intervals during growing season, include for winter
mowing if required.
Cuttings to be removed from hard standings
Trim grass edges to paths, beds, posts etc on each occasion
Maintain continuous planted beds weed free throughout the year.
Prune according to species to maintain shrubs, and contain growth within space of beds
Re- define grass edges to kerbs annually
Item £619.50
Lapins Lane
Mow grass at average of 2 weekly intervals during growing season, include for winter
mowing if required.
Cuttings to be removed from hard standings
Trim grass edges to paths, beds, posts etc on each occasion
Maintain continuous planted beds weed free throughout the year.
Prune according to species to maintain shrubs, and contain growth within space of beds,
additional 2 passes removing annual growth to sustain sight lines.
Re- define grass edges to kerbs annually
Item £388.50
Anson Avenue
Mow grass at average of 2 weekly intervals during growing season, include for winter
mowing if required.
Cuttings to be removed from hard standings
Trim grass edges to paths, beds, posts etc on each occasion
Maintain continuous planted beds weed free throughout the year.
Prune according to species to maintain shrubs, and contain growth within space of beds
Re- define grass edges to kerbs annually
Litter pick weekly throughout the year
Item £1,222.20
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To attend to Anson Avenue playground to empty litter bin on a weekly cycle.
Bin to be left empty of litter on each visit.
Any large miscellaneous items which may have been dumped which we are unable to
remove due to their size or weight are to be notified to the Kings Hill Parish Council.
Item £475.64
Trees
Inspect and report defects
Carry out pruning up to 2.0m height included
Herbicide to hard standings within curtilage of sites included
Total £2,705.84
Prices exclude VAT, chargeable at the current rate.
Account net monthly 1/12th annual sum

Yours faithfully,

Boris Pilfold
Coblands Landscapes Ltd
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